CIVILIANS
News Agencies
Power Supplies Companies
Sporting Events
Photographers
Architects
Agriculture

HOMELAND SECURITY
Police
Fire Fighters
Border Control
Security Companies

MILITARY
Armory Units
Border Control
Infantry Units
Naval Ships
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Enterprise Products
Unlimited Airborne Intelligence for Excellence in any Task
The HoverGo product line offers unique tethered hovering solutions for real time
intelligence and communication, tailored to enterprise challenges. HoverGo offers
unlimited power and operational time, ensuring exceptional payload, visibility and
mobility. It serves for perimeter control, event management, communication and
cellular applications, emergency response, mines, national parks and more.
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Defense Products
Continuous, Effective ELINT and COMINT
The Hovergo product line comprises versatile tethered hovering platforms, fieldproven in defense and military scenarios. With exceptional size-to-payload, Hovergo is
operated from a variety of small vehicles or marine vessels. Hovering over its host
vehicle, it receives and transmits ELINT and COMINT even while in motion, and
supports stable real-time ISR in virtually all weather and light conditions. The
HoverMgo platforms are completely autonomous, rising up to 100m within seconds,
and secured by a cable serving as a power supply and wideband data link.
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HoverGo 150-C
Greatest Heights & Power for Enterprise Applications
Hovergo-150-C tethered hovering platform offers top observation, surveillance and
communication capabilities for enterprise applications. The powerful stabilized
platform carries payloads up to 18 kg and rises up to 150 meters within seconds.
Hovergo-150-C is secured by a cable which provides both wideband communications
and power, ensuring unlimited communication and operation time. The platform can
carry a variety of surveillance devices, including CCD/IR cameras, radars, relays, cellular
antennas, and hyperspectral sensors. Hovergo-150-C transmits data through a
wideband communication link, enabling transmission of critical data to relevant
recipients for real-time communication between distributed teams.
The system’s compact base unit makes Hovergo-150-C suitable for a wide variety of
small platforms, from UGVs/USVs (unmanned ground /surface vehicles), to pick-up
trucks, boats and communication vehicles.
As a tethered platform, Hovergo-150-Cis not classified as an airborne vehicle, and is
free of the restrictions of standard air control regulations, allowing it to operate in a
wide variety of areas, including urban zones.
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HoverGo 100-N
Best-Size-to-Payload for Defense-Related Marine Intelligence
The HoverGo-100-N is a tethered hovering platform for marine applications and port
security, providing defense entities with unlimited intelligence and communication.
The HoverGo -100-N robust architecture features subsystems which are especially
tailored and certified for salt water environments, with galvanized mechanical parts,
sealed electrical components, and minimum moving parts to increase durability.
It is designed for use on small marine vessels such as patrol boats, unmanned surface
vehicles, coast guard craft, etc. HoverGo -100-N, seaborne hovering system is operated
from the bridge of a vessel or from a combat operations center.
The platform maintains stabilized hovering even while on the move, secured by a
cable. With its exceptional durability and visibility, HoverGo -100-N operates in various
weather and light conditions, including snow, heat, damp, light and dark. Secured by a
cable, its infinite power supply allows HoverGo -100-N to hover at heights up to 100m
for any amount of time.
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Applications:
AQUILA
PRODUCTS TO MARKET
- Firefighting missions

- Border control

- Forests Surveillance & Nature
Reserves

- Anti-terror activities

- Urban warfare & Disaster area
missions
- Communication in a variety of
missions

- Battle information fusion
- Port security
- Federal & local law enforcement
- Cellular communication

- Critical infrastructure protection

- Mine control

- Electricity infrastructure monitoring

- Mega event protection / Large
event monitoring

- Oil and gas pipelines and rigs
- Perimeter security for enterprises’
critical infrastructure

- Special forces / Crowd control
- Infantry and naval operations

…. and many-many other
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